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A b s t r ac t
Aims: To assess the staining efficacy of the innovative “Pravara” stain on ground sections of human teeth under a stereomicroscope. In this
study, the ground sections were stained with the innovative stain. The stain is obtained from a leafless tree called Terminalia chebula. Terminalia
chebula, commonly known as Harad, is found in South Asia from India. Few species are found in the Pravara region of Maharashtra, India.
Materials and methods: A total of 40 extracted teeth were collected and ground sections of each tooth were prepared. The samples were
randomly divided into two groups: group I—control (without stain), group II—study group (the samples in this group were stained with the
help of innovative “Pravara” stain). The sections were graded from I to III according to the differentiation and contrast of tissues.
Results: The ground sections in group II stained with Pravara stain demonstrated better contrast for structures within sections under a microscope
in comparison with group I (control group).
Conclusion: The study demonstrates the efficacy of a new innovative Pravara stain, which is a simple, economical, quick, and effective staining
method for the ground sections of the teeth.
Clinical significance: This innovative Pravara stain is cost-effective, saves time, ecofriendly, and highlights the anatomical structures more
effectively and does not fade easily with time.
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Introduction
The hard tissue component of the tooth consists of enamel,
cementum, and dentin. There are different methods to study and
observe the histology of these tissues; one of them is the preparation
of ground sections without staining them. This section depends
upon the degree of intensity of light passing through the crystal
arrangement.1 To highlight the boundaries and better identification
of components of the tooth, staining of specimens could be done,
which will provide a better contrast.1 Ground section of the tooth
is the gold standard method to study the anatomy of teeth or for
any hard tissue findings, but the preparation of the ground section
and decalcification is time-consuming and can be cumbersome for
an untrained person. According to many researchers to observe or
view the different components that constitute the tissue, staining
with decalcification of tissues is important.2,3
Several factors determine how a thin tooth section is grounded
and studied including its shape, thickness, and its use. With the
available information, the present study was conducted to stain
the ground section of the tooth using an innovative plant stain. The
innovative stain is obtained from leafless tree called as Terminalia
chebula that belongs to the combretaceae family. Terminalia
chebula, commonly known as harad or chebulic myrobalan, is
found in South Asia. Few species are found in Pravara region of
Maharashtra, India.

Aim
To assess the effective staining of the innovative “Pravara” stain on
the ground section of the tooth under a stereomicroscope.
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Objective

R e s u lts

To study the hard tissue architecture of the tooth by effective
staining of innovative “Pravara” stain on the ground section of
the tooth.

In group II, 15 samples of the ground section of teeth were graded III,
which showed 75% of staining, and 5 samples were graded II, which
showed 25% of staining. In group I, 15 samples of ground section
of teeth were graded II, which showed 80% staining, 3 samples
were graded I, which showed 10% of staining, and only 2 samples
were graded III, which showed 10% of staining. The approximate
average of the grades was calculated, tissues of sections were
best differentiated, and contrast was observed better in group II
by innovative Pravara stain (Table 2). Above grading was given by
both the oral pathologists, without any variations. All the samples
in group II showed positive staining with different degrees of
grading, whereas in group I (without staining) they do not show
the proper degree of contrast within structures/tissues compared
to group II (Table 2). Control group I (without stain) does not show
any contrast within tissues (Fig. 1) (ground section of the tooth
without staining). Application of staining in group II by innovative
“Pravara” stain on the ground section of the tooth showed good
results with the highlighted structures as shown in Fig. 2 (ground
section of the tooth with staining by innovative “Pravara” stain).

M at e r ia l s

and

Methods

A total of 40 teeth that were extracted for orthodontic reasons were
selected from the Oral Surgery Department for the study, Rural
Dental College, Loni. Institutional ethical clearance was obtained
from the ethical committee before the start of the study.

“Pravara” Stain Preparation
Terminalia chebula was collected from the local market from local
farmers in winter season and authenticated with the help of a senior
botanist. The seeds of the dried fruits from this tree were crushed
with the help of mortar and pestle to obtain a powder. The fine
powder obtained from the dried fruits of this tree is commonly
called as Harad.4 The 0.35 g powder of T. chebula (Harad) stain was
dissolved in 100 mL autoclaved distilled water and filtered with a
filter paper. Then prepared stain was stored in an amber-colored
bottle at room temperature.

Preparation of Ground Sections and Staining
The ground section of each tooth was prepared with proper care
using a standard protocol. All the collected teeth were kept in
hydrogen peroxide solution for 24 hours followed by a rinse in
sterile water. The samples obtained were randomly divided into two
groups: group I and group II. Then, with the help of carborundum
stone grinding of these teeth was done to obtain thin ground
sections.
Grounded sections were cleared in xylene for 1 minute. Then,
for 3–4 minutes each sections were hydrated through consecutive
gradations of alcohol. 2 Following this, the slides were kept in
distilled water for 2–3 minutes.5
Group I (control or unstained sections): on completion of the
abovementioned procedure, the slides were cleaned, dried, and
mounted on a microscopic slide and viewed.
Group II—study group: the samples in this group were stained
with the help of an innovative “Pravara” stain. After following all the
routine procedures, finally, sections in group II were stained with the
prepared solution of the innovative “Pravara” stain for 10 minutes.
Sections were decolorized with 95% alcohol until the alcohol ran
clear (15 seconds). The section was dried and cleared with xylene
to mount on the stereomicroscopic slide using DPX and viewed
under a microscope for further findings.5,6
The grading of sections was done from grade I to III according
to the differentiation and contrast of tissues by innovative
Pravara stain (Table 1). 7 Two oral pathologists were blinded
to the method and were asked to report the slides focused.
The stained sections were viewed after 6 months to assess the
intensity of the stain.

Discussion
To study the anatomy of the tooth to visualize under a compound
microscope has always been an insidious and difficult aspect as the
structure of hard and soft tissues is distorted following decalcification
and histological processing.1 It is also a time-consuming, difficult
procedure.8 Different studies related to dental caries, cementum
Table 2: Grading for differentiation and contrast of tissues in both groups
(approximate average of the grades of the intensity of differentiation
and contrast of tissues by two oral pathologists for 20 tooth sections
in each group)
Grade
1
2
3

Group I
3 (10)
15 (80)
2 (10)

Group I = % nonstained group; Group II = % stained group

Table 1: Grading for differentiation and contrast of tissues
Grade I
Grade II
Grade III
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Tissues distinguishable with difficulty
Tissues moderately distinguishable
Tissues brightly contrasted

Fig. 1: Ground section of the tooth without staining
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Group II
0
5 (25)
15 (75)
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Clinical Significance
This can reduce the cost of medical diagnosis. This research focused
on providing an eco-friendly, cost-effective substitute.
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Fig. 2: Ground section of the tooth with staining by innovative “Pravara”
stain. Tissues can be appreciated very well

annulation, bone morphologies, age determination, etc., can be
done with the help of ground sections.5,9–12
The techniques used for histological staining had significant
changes through years by many ways such as chemical,
molecular biology assays, and immunological techniques. Earlier
pathologists used the readily available chemicals to prepare stains
for microscopic studies.13 For a long time, researchers have been
searching substitutes for hematoxylin and eosin. Some stains
reported by Lillie that were used in the research are Phenocyanin
TC, Gallein, Fluorone Black, Alizarin Cyanin BB, and Alizarin Blue S.
The authors mentioned Celestin blue B with an iron mordant to be
quite successful if prepared.14–17 The application of stain Mordant
Blue 3 also was reported by Hogg and Simpson18 and Llewellyn.19
None of the abovementioned stains has gained much popularity.
In a study done by Shukla of normal decalcified teeth, cementum
and its lesions were better observed when it was stained using
cresyl violet stain.7 Insira Sarbeen and Jayaraj used different
histological stains to study cementum under a light microscope.20
Ramamoorthy et al. used natural alternatives for chemicals used in
histopathology laboratories. Natural alternatives to this chemical
stains will have less health hazards to the technicians, pathologists,
and scientists. 21 In the present study, an innovative “Pravara”
stain was used to stain the ground sections of extracted teeth.
The powder of this stain is obtained from the fruits of a leafless
tree called T. chebula (Harad).4 Terminalia chebula is also used
as the main ingredient in many Ayurvedic formulations that are
used to treat kidney and liver dysfunctions. 22 Terminalia chebula
contains chebulinic acid and terflavin B, a type of tannin. 23 The
stain obtained does not fade away with time, that is, around 6
months. The same stained sections were viewed after 6 months
(Fig. 2). However, comparison of grading of sections with duration
was not performed in the present study. Future studies in this
regard to compare the grades of the stained section with time
could be carried out for validation of results.

C o n c lu s i o n
Innovative “Pravara” stain is a simple, economical, quick, and
effective staining method for the ground section of the tooth.
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